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Abstract

for more expressive kernels, e.g., compound kernels that
model different trends in the data, or multiple kernel learning, where features are optimally combined by adjusting the
weights on each feature’s kernel function.
Because of these advantages, GP regression and classification have been applied to many computer vision problems, such as object classification [2], human action recognition [3], age estimation [4], eye-gaze recognition [5],
tracking [6], counting people [7, 8], crowd flow modeling
[9], anomaly detection [10], stereo vision [11, 12], interpolation of range data [13] non-rigid shape recovery [14], 3d
human pose recovery [15–18], and latent-space models of
3d human pose [19–21]. However, despite their successes,
many of these methods attempt to “shoe-horn” their computer vision task into the standard GP regression framework. In particular, while the standard GP regresses a continuous real-valued function, it is often used to predict discrete non-negative integers (crowd counts [7] or age [4]),
non-negative real numbers (disparity [11,12] or depth [13]),
real numbers on a fixed interval (pose angles [15–18] or
squashed optical flow [10]), and coordinate pairs (bounding boxes [5]). Hence, heuristics are required to convert
the real-valued GP prediction to a valid task-specific output,
which is not optimal in the Bayesian setting. For example
in [7], the real-valued GP prediction must be truncated and
rounded to generate a proper count prediction, and it is not
obvious how the predictive distribution over real-values can
be converted to one over counts.
Currently, to develop a new GP model for each of the
above regression tasks requires first finding a suitable distribution for the output variable (e.g., Poisson distribution
for counting numbers, or a Gamma distribution for positive real values). Approximate inference is usually needed,
due to the lack of conjugacy between the GP prior and the
observation likelihood. As a result, developing a new GP
model typically requires lengthy derivations of approximate
inference for each particular likelihood function. What is
currently lacking is a general framework that unifies the existing GP models, thus simplifying the creation of new GP
models for different computer vision tasks.
In this paper, we propose a unifying framework that encompasses many existing GP models (e.g., regression, classification, and counting), which we call a generalized Gaussian process model (GGPM). In the GGPM framework, the

We propose a generalized Gaussian process model
(GGPM), which is a unifying framework that encompasses
many existing Gaussian process (GP) models, such as GP
regression, classification, and counting. In the GGPM
framework, the observation likelihood of the GP model is
itself parameterized using the exponential family distribution. By deriving approximate inference algorithms for the
generalized GP model, we are able to easily apply the same
algorithm to all other GP models. Novel GP models are
created by changing the parameterization of the likelihood
function, which greatly simplifies their creation for taskspecific output domains. We also derive a closed-form efficient Taylor approximation for inference on the model,
and draw interesting connections with other model-specific
closed-form approximations. Finally, using the GGPM, we
create several new GP models and show their efficacy in
building task-specific GP models for computer vision.

1. Introduction
In recent years, Gaussian processes (GPs) [1], a nonparametric Bayesian approach to regression and classification, have been gaining popularity in computer vision. For
example, recent work [2] has demonstrated promising results on object classification using GP classification and active learning. GPs have several properties that are desirable
for solving computer vision tasks. First, due to the Bayesian
formulation, GPs can be learned robustly from small training sets, which is important in tasks where the amount of
training data is sparse compared to the dimension of the
model (e.g., large-scale object recognition, tracking, 3d human pose modeling). Second, the GP regression produces
a predictive distribution, not just a single predicted value,
thus providing a probabilistic approach to judging confidence in the predictions, e.g., for active learning. Third,
GPs are based on kernel functions between the input examples, which allows for both a diverse set of image representations (e.g., bag-of-words, local-feature descriptors),
and incorporation of prior knowledge about the computer
vision task (e.g., modeling object structure). Finally, in the
GP framework, the kernel hyperparameters can be learned
by maximizing the marginal likelihood, or evidence, of the
training data. This is typically more efficient than standard
cross-validation (which requires a grid search), and allows
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observation likelihood of the GP model is itself parameterized. Hence, existing GP models are simply instances of
the GGPM with certain parameters. By deriving approximate inference for the generalized likelihood function of
the GGPM, we are able to apply the same algorithm (which
was previously derived for one model) to all other GP models. Within the framework, novel GP models are created
by simply changing the likelihood function through its parameterization. This greatly eases the creation of new GP
models for task-specific output domains.
The contributions of this paper are 3-fold: 1) we propose
a generalized Gaussian process model (GGPM) based on
the single-parameter exponential family distribution, creating a principled regression framework that can be easily
adapted to specific output domains; 2) we derive a novel
efficient approximate inference algorithm for GGPM based
on a Taylor approximation, and show interesting connections to model-specific closed-form approximations from
[2, 8]; 3) using the GGPM framework, we create several
new GP models and demonstrate their efficacy on several
computer vision tasks. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first discuss related
work. In Sections 3 and 4, we introduce the GGPM framework, while in Section 5 we derive an efficient approximate
inference algorithm. Finally, in Section 6, we present several examples and experiments using GGPM.

tion task itself can be approximated as a GP regression
problem, where the observations are set to y ∈ {−1, +1}.
This is a computationally efficient alternative called label
regression (or least-square classification) in [1,22], and has
shown promising results in object recognition [2].
GPR has been extended in several ways for different regression tasks. [26] proposes GP ordinal regression (i.e.,
ranking) using a multi-probit likelihood, while multiclass
classification is obtained using a probit [27] or softmax [24]
sigmoid function. Replacing the Gaussian observation likelihood with the Laplace or Cauchy likelihood leads to robust GP regression [28], while [8, 29, 30] develop counting
regression using a Poisson observation likelihood and a GP
prior. The goal of this paper is to generalize many of these
models into a unified framework, thus allowing approximate inference algorithms derived for each specific model
to be applied to the other models.

3. Generalized Gaussian process models
In this section, we introduce the generalized Gaussian process model, a non-parametric Bayesian regression
model that encompasses many existing GP models.

3.1. Exponential family distributions
We first note that different GP models are obtained by
changing the form of the observation likelihood p(y|f ). The
standard GPR assumes a Gaussian observation likelihood,
while GPC is obtained with a Bernoulli distribution, and [8]
uses a Poisson likelihood for counting. These likelihood
functions are all instances of the single-parameter exponential family distribution [31], with likelihood given by


1
[yθ − b(θ)] , (1)
p(y|θ, φ) = h(y, φ) exp
a(φ)

2. Related work
Gaussian process regression (GPR) [1] is a Bayesian approach to predicting a real-valued function f (x) of an ind
put vector x ∈ R (also known as the regressor or explanatory variable). The function value is observed through
a noisy observation (or measurement or output) y ∈ R,
with zero-mean
additive Gaussian noise, i.e. p(y|f ) =

N y f, σn2 , where σn2 is the observation noise. A zeromean Gaussian process prior is placed on the function,
f ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′ )), where k(x, x′ ) is the covariance
function that specifies the class of functions that f will
model (e.g., linear, polynomial, etc). GPR inference can
be computed in closed-form, due to the conjugacy between
the Gaussian observation likelihood and Gaussian prior.
For Gaussian process classification (GPC) [1, 22], a GP
prior is again placed on the function f , which is then
“squashed” through a sigmoid function to obtain the probability of the class y ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., p(y = 1|f (x)) =
σ(f (x)), where σ(f ) is the logistic or probit sigmoid
functions. However, since the observation likelihood is
no longer Gaussian, inference is no longer analytically
tractable. This has led to the development of several approximate inference algorithms for GPC, such as Markovchain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [22], variational bounds [23],
Laplace’s method [24], and expectation propagation [1,25].
As an alternative to approximate inference, the classifica-

where y ∈ Y is the observation from set of possible values Y (e.g., real numbers, counting numbers, binary class
labels). θ is the natural parameter of the exponential family distribution, and φ is the dispersion parameter. a(φ) and
h(y, φ) are known functions, and b(θ) is the log-partition
function, which normalizes the distribution. The mean and
variance of y are functions of b(θ) and a(φ),
µ = E[y] = b′ (θ),

var(y) = b′′ (θ)a(φ),

(2)

where b′ (θ) and b′′ (θ) are the first and second derivatives of
b w.r.t. θ. The exponential family distribution generalizes
a wide variety of distributions for different output domains,
which suggests that a unifying framework can be created
by analyzing a GP model where the likelihood takes the
generic form of (1).

3.2. Generalized Gaussian process models
We now consider a framework for a generic Bayesian
d
model that regresses from inputs x ∈ R to outputs y ∈ Y,
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which encompasses many popular GP models. The model
is composed of three components:
1. a latent function, η(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′ )), which is a
function of the inputs, modeled with a GP prior.
2. a random component, p(y|θ, φ), that models the output
as an exponential family distribution with parameter θ;
3. a link function, η = g(µ), that relates the mean of the
output distribution with the latent function.
Formally, the GGPM is specified by
η(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′ )),
g(E[y|θ]) = η(x),

y ∼ p(y|θ, φ),

(latent function). Other Bayesian GLMs have also been
proposed in the literature. These mainly focus on inducing
sparsity in the latent function, e.g., [33, 34] assumes a factorial heavy-tailed prior distribution, but is not kernelizable
due to the factorial assumption. [35] proposes a Bayesian
kernelized GLM, using a hierarchical model with a sparse
prior (a mixture of point mass and Silverman’s g-prior). The
GGPM can also be seen as a Bayesian version of a generalised kernel machines [36], which is based on kernelizing
iterated-reweighted least squares estimation (IRWLS).
While the connection between GPR/GPC and GLMs
has been mentioned in the literature (e.g., [37, 38]), to our
knowledge, a unified GP framework has not been studied
in depth. In particular, there are no inference algorithms
for the general form of the exponential family distribution (there are only inference algorithms derived for specific
likelihood functions). The goal of this paper is to parameterize the likelihood function, thus creating a “plug-and-play”
aspect to GP models. We exploit this property later to create
several novel GP models with very little extra work.

(3)
(4)

where k(x, x′ ) is the covariance (or kernel) function, which
defines the distribution over possible functions. The mean
of the output distribution is related to the latent function η(x), through the inverse-link function, i.e. µ =
g −1 (η(x)). The advantage with using a link function is that
it allows us to directly specify prior knowledge about the
relationship (trend) between the output mean and the latent
function η(x). On the other hand, the effect of the GP kernel function is to adaptively warp (or completely override)
the link function to fit the data. While many trends can be
respresented by the GP kernel function (e.g., polynomial
functions), it is important to note that some functions (e.g.,
log(x)) cannot be naturally represented by a kernel function, due to its positive-definite constraint. Hence, directly
specifying the link function is necessary for these cases.
Substituting (2) for the mean, we have
η(x) = g(E[y|θ]) = g(b′ (θ))

4. Inference and Learning for GGPMs
Inference on GGPMs is similar to that of the standard
GPR/GPC [1] . Given a set of training examples, input vectors X = [x1 , · · · , xn ] and corresponding observations y =
[y1 , · · · , yn ]T , the goal is to generate a predictive distribution of the output y∗ corresponding to a novel input x∗ . The
distribution of the latent values η = [η(x1 ), · · · , η(xn )]T ,
corresponding to the training inputs X, is jointly Gaussian,
η|X ∼ N (0, K), where K is the kernel matrix with entries
k(xi , xj ). Including the training outputs y, the posterior
distribution of η is obtained with Bayes’ rule,

(5)

and thus, the parameter θ is a function of the latent function,
θ(η(x)) = [b′ ]−1 (g −1 (η(x))).

p(η|X, y) =

(6)

The model is simplified when g(·) is selected to be the
canonical link function, such that θ(η(x)) = η(x), i.e.
g(·) = [b′ ]−1 (·). Using (6), another form of GGPM is
η(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′ )),
′ −1

θ(η(x)) = [b ]

(g

−1

y ∼ p(y|θ(η(x)), φ),

(η(x))).

p(y|θ(η))p(η|X)
,
p(y|X)

(9)

where p(y|X) is the marginal likelihood, or evidence,
Z
p(y|X) = p(y|θ(η))p(η|X)dη.
(10)

(7)

Given a novel input x∗ , the posterior distribution of the
novel latent value η∗ = η(x∗ ) is obtained by marginalizing
over the posterior distribution in (9) (i.e., averaging over all
possible latent functions),
Z
p(η∗ |X, x∗ , y) = p(η∗ |η, X, x∗ )p(η|X, y)dη, (11)

(8)

Given a set of training examples and a novel input, the
predictive distribution is obtained by marginalizing over
the posterior of the latent function η(x), as with standard
GPR/GPC [1]. The dispersion φ is treated as a hyperparameter, which can be estimated along with the kernel hyperparameters by maximizing the marginal likelihood.


and p(η∗ |η, X, x∗ ) = N η∗ kT∗ K−1 η, k∗∗ − kT∗ K−1 k∗ ,
with k∗ = [k(x∗ , xi )]i and k∗∗ = k(x∗ , x∗ ). Finally, the
y∗ predictive distribution is obtained by marginalizing η∗ ,
Z
p(y∗ |X, x∗ , y) = p(y∗ |θ(η∗ ))p(η∗ |X, x∗ , y)dη∗ . (12)

3.3. Other related work
The GGPM can be interpreted as a Bayesian approach to
generalized linear models (GLMs) [32], where a GP prior
with a linear kernel is placed on the systemic component
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4.1. Approximate inference

5.1. Taylor approximation

For most non-Gaussian likelihoods, the posterior and
predictive distributions in (9, 10, 11, 12) cannot be computed analytically in closed-form. Hence, approximate
inference algorithms are required. One choice is to use
MCMC to draw samples from the posterior p(η|X, y),
which can be computationally intensive [22]. Other inference approximations work by finding a suitable Gaussian
approximation q(η|X, y) to the true posterior [22], i.e.

In this section, we derive a novel closed-form approximation to inference based on a Taylor approximation of
the likelihood term. We first define the following derivative
functions of the observation log-likelihood,

p(η|X, y) ≈ q(η|X, y) = N (η|m̂, V̂)

1 ′
∂
log p(y|θ(η)) =
θ (η) [y − b′ (θ(η))] ,
∂η
a(φ)
 2
−1
∂
w(η, y) = −
log
p(y|θ(η))
(19)
∂η 2

−1
= a(φ) b′′ (θ(η))θ′ (η)2 − [y − b′ (θ(η))] θ′′ (η)
u(η, y) =

(13)

where the parameters {m̂, V̂} are determined by the type of
approximation. Substituting the approximation q(η|X, y)
into (11), the approximate posterior for η∗ is

p(η∗ |X, x∗ , y) ≈ q(η∗ |X, y∗ , y) = N η∗ µ̂η , σ̂η2 , (14)

For the canonical link function, these simplify to
u(η, y) =

where the mean and variance are

1
[y − b′ (η)],
a(φ)

w(η, y) =

a(φ)
.
b′′ (η)

5.1.1 Joint approximation

µ̂η = kT∗ K−1 m̂,

(15)

The joint likelihood of the data and latent values is

σ̂η2 = k∗∗ − kT∗ (K−1 − K−1 V̂K−1 )k∗ .

(16)

log p(y, η|X) = log p(y|θ(η)) + log p(η|X).

In many inference approximations, {m̂, V̂} take the form
V̂ = (K−1 + W−1 )−1 ,

m̂ = V̂W−1 t,

(20)

(21)

Next we form a second-order Taylor expansion of the data
log-likelihood term at the point η̃i ,

(17)

1
[yi θ(ηi ) − b(θ(ηi ))] + log h(yi , φ)
a(φ)
1
≈ log p(yi |θ(η̃i )) + ũi (ηi − η̃i ) − w̃i−1 (ηi − η̃i )2 (22)
2

log p(yi |θ(ηi )) =

where W is a positive definite diagonal matrix, and t is a
target vector. In these cases, (15) and (16) can be rewritten
µ̂η = kT∗ (K + W)−1 t, σ̂η2 = k∗∗ − kT∗ (K + W)−1 k∗ .

where ũi = u(η̃i , yi ) and w̃i = w(η̃i , yi ).
Defining
ũ = [ũ1 , · · · , ũn ]T and W̃ = diag(w̃1 , . . . , w̃n ), the joint
likelihood in (21) can be approximated as

Note that these are equivalent to the standard equations for
GPR, but with W and t determined by the approximate inference algorithm.

4.2. Learning the Hyperparameters

n
1
log |K| − log 2π
2
2
1
1
2
t̃ W+K + ũT W̃ũ
−
2
2

log q(y, η|X) = log p(y|θ(η̃)) −

As in GPR, the kernel hyperparameters α and the dispersion φ, are estimated from the data using Type-II maximum
likelihood, which maximizes the marginal likelihood [1],
Z
{α∗ , φ∗ } = argmax p(y|η, φ)p(η|X, α)dη, (18)

−

1
η − A−1 W̃−1 t̃
2

2
A−1

where A = W̃−1 + K−1 , t̃ = η̃ + W̃ũ is the target vector,
and the individual targets are t̃i = η̃i + w(η̃i , yi )u(η̃i , yi ).

α,φ

5.1.2 Approximate posterior

where we now note the dependence on the hyperparameters.
The marginal likelihood measures the data fit, averaged over
all probable latent functions. Hence, the criteria selects the
kernel hyperparameters such that each probable latent function will model the data well.

From (23) , the posterior of η is approximately Gaussian,
1
η − A−1 W̃−1 t
2
q(η|X, y) = N (η|m̂, V̂),

log q(η|X, y) ∝ −
⇒

5. Approximate inference for GGPMs

2
A−1

(24)
(25)

where, V̂ = (W̃−1 + K−1 )−1 , and m̂ = V̂W̃−1 t̃. These
are of the form in (17), and hence, the approximate posterior
of η∗ has parameters

In this section, we derive approximate inference algorithms for GGPMs based on the general form of the exponential family distribution in (1), i.e., using the likelihood
parameters {a(φ), b(θ), h(y, φ), θ(η)}. We refer the reader
to the supplemental [39] for derivations.

µ̂η = kT∗ (K + W̃)−1 t̃, σ̂θ2 = k∗∗ − kT∗ (K + W̃)−1 k∗ .
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(23)

The Taylor approximation is a closed-form (non-iterative)
approximation, that can be interpreted as performing GPR
on a set of targets t̃ with target-specific non-i.i.d. observation noise W̃. The targets t̃ are a function of the the expansion point η̃, which can be chosen as a non-linear transformation of the observations y. One advantage with this
Taylor approximation is that it is an efficient non-iterative
method with the same complexity as GPR. Instances of the
closed-form Taylor approximation for different GP models
are further explored in Section 6.

where {m̂, V̂} are givenR by (17) with t = µ̃ and W = Σ̃,
and ZEP = q(y|X) = q(y|θ(η))p(η|X)dη is the EP approximation of the marginal likelihood. The parameters of
the site functions are iteratively optimized, which requires
computing moments (mean, variance,and normalization)
2
2
, where {µ¬i , σ¬i
}
of q(ηi ) ∝ p(yi |θ(ηi ))N ηi µ¬i , σ¬i
are parameters of the cavity distribution (more details in
[1, 22]). Note that these moments may not be analytically
tractable (in fact, q(ηi ) is the same form as the predictive
distribution), so approximate integration is usually required.

5.1.3 Approximate Marginal

6. Examples and Experiments

The approximate marginal likelihood is obtained by integrating out η in (23), yielding

In this section, we present examples of both existing
and novel GP models using GGPM. By simply changing
the parameters of the exponential family distribution to
form a specific observation likelihood (i.e., selecting the
functions {a(φ), b(θ), h(y, φ), θ(η)), we can easily obtain
a wide range of GP models with different types of outputs.
The GGPM was implemented in MATLAB by extending
the GPML toolbox [1] to include implementations for: 1)
the generic exponential family distribution using the parameters {a(φ), b(θ), h(y, φ), θ(η)}; 2) the closed-form Taylor approximation for inference. EP moments and the predictive distributions are computed using numerical integration. Empirically, we found that EP was sensitive to the
accuracy of the approximate integrals; there were convergence problems when other approximations were used (e.g.
Gaussian-Hermite quadrature). Hyperparameters (dispersion and kernel parameters) were optimized by maximizing
the marginal likelihood, using the existing GPML functions.

1
1
log q(y|X) = − t̃T (W̃ + K)−1 t̃ − log W̃ + K + r(φ)
2
2
where r(φ) = log p(y|θ(η̃)) + 21 ũT W̃ũ + 21 log |W̃|. This
marginal is similar to that of GPR, but with modified targets
and noise terms. There is also an additional penalty term on
the dispersion φ, given by r(φ).

5.2. Laplace approximation
The Laplace approximation is a Gaussian approximation
of the posterior p(η|X, y) at its maximum (mode). Hence,
the Laplace approximation is a special case of the closedform Taylor approximation in the previous section, where
the target t̃ is set to the maximum of the true posterior,
η̂ = argmax log p(η|X, y).

(26)

η

6.1. Binomial distribution
The true posterior mode is obtained iteratively using the
Newton-Raphson method. The mode is unique when the
log posterior is concave, or equivalently when W−1 is positive definite, i.e.
 ′′
′
2
′
′′
1
a(φ) b (θ(η))θ (η) − [y − b (θ(η))] θ (η) > 0

The binomial distribution models the probability of a
certain number of events occurring in N independent trials,
where the event probability in an individual trial is π,
p(y|π, N ) =

⇒ b′′ (θ(η))θ′ (η)2 > [y − b′ (θ(η))] θ′′ (η)

N
Ny

 Ny
π (1 − π)N −N y

N
} is the fraction of events. With
where y ∈ { N0 , N1 , · · · , N
1
π
θ = log 1−π and φ = N , the exponential family form is

For a canonical link function, this simplifies to b′′ (ηi ) > 0,
i.e., a unique maximum exists when b(η) is convex.

a(φ) = φ, b(θ) = log(1 + eθ ), h(y, φ) =

5.3. Expectation propagation

1
ZEP

n
Y

i=1

N
Ny


. (28)

If we assume the canonical link function, then

Expectation propagation (EP) [25] is a general algorithm for approximate inference, which has been shown
to be effective for GPC [22]. EP approximates each likelihood term p(yi |θ(ηi )) with an unnormalized Gaussian
ti = Z̃i N ηi µ̃i , σ̃i2 (also called a site function). The
posterior approximation is
q(η|X, y) =

(27)

π = E[y] = g −1 (η) = b′ (η) =

eη
1+eη ,

(29)

and hence the mean is related to the latent space through
the logistic function. For N = 1, the Binomial-GGPM is
equivalent to the GPC model using the logistic function. For
N > 1, the model can naturally accommodate uncertainty
in the labels by using fractional yi , e.g., for N = 2 there are
three levels y ∈ {0, 12 , 1}. Furthermore, by changing the



ti (ηi )p(η|X) = N η m̂, V̂
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6.1.2 Experiments

link function to the probit function, we obtain GPC using
the probit likelihood,
g(µ) = Φ

−1

(µ), ⇒ g

−1

We use the binomial-GGPM to perform ordinal classification on the highway traffic dataset from [40]. The class labels “low”, “medium”, and “high” traffic are assigned to
the responses y ∈ {0, 12 , 1} of the binomial model. This
provides a natural ranking of the classes, that is not possible with normal 1-vs-all classification. Each video is
represented with a dynamic texture, and the kernel function is the exponentiated Martin distance [40]. The experimental results are presented in Table 1, and show that
binomial-GGPM outperforms the standard 1-vs-all GPC,
with an average error of 0.0631 vs 0.0866. Figure 1 shows
the predicted class probabilities for each test video. Unlike
standard 1-vs-all classifiers, the binomial-GGPM produces
class probabilities that are correlated with the ordering of
the classes. The two GP models also outperform the nearest
neighbors and SVM classifiers from [40] (see Table 1).

(η) = Φ(η)

where Φ(η) is the cumulative distribution of a Gaussian.
Substituting into the GGPM, we have
Φ(η)
,
θ(η) = log 1−Φ(η)

b(θ(η)) = − log(1 − Φ(η)).

6.1.1 Inference by Taylor approximation
We next look at the Taylor approximation for the binomialGGPM. The derivative functions are
u(η, y) = N (y −

eη
1+eη ),

w(η, y) =

(1+eη )2
N eη .

Thus, the target and effective noise are
ti = η̃i +

(1+eη̃i )2
(yi
eη̃i

−

eη̃i
1+eη̃i

6.2. Poisson distribution

), wi =

The Poisson distribution is a model for counting data,

(1+eη̃i )2
.
N eη̃i

p(y|λ) =

An agnostic choice of expansion point is η̃i = 0, which
ignores the training classes, leading to
ti = 4(yi − 0.5),

wi = 4/N.

Inference
EP
Taylor
–
–

(30)

a(φ) = 1, b(θ) = eθ , h(y, φ) = 1/y!.

(high)

(med)

E[y] = g −1 (η) = eη = λ, g(µ) = log µ.

6.2.1 Linearized mean
The canonical link function assumes that the mean is the
exponential of the latent function. This may cause problems when this is not the case, as illustrated in Figure 2a,
where the count actually follows a linear trend. One way to
address this problem is to use a non-linear kernel function
(e.g. RBF) to try to counteract the exponential link function.
However, there is no kernel function for the logarithm, and
hence errors occur at the extremes of the latent function.
Alternatively, the mean can be directly linearized by
changing the link function of the Poisson-GGPM to be more
linear. For this purpose, we use the logistic error function,

(low)

probability

0.8
p(low)
p(med)

g −1 (η) = log(1 + eη ) ⇒ g(µ) = log(eµ − 1), µ > 0.

p(high)

0.4

For large values of η, the link function is linear, while for
negative values of η, the link approaches zero. The parameter function and new partition function are

0.2
0

10

20
30
40
test video index (by class)

50

(33)

Hence, the mean of the Poisson is the exponential of the
latent value. The Poisson-GGPM is a Bayesian regression
model for predicting counts y from an input vector x, and
has been previously studied in [8, 29, 30].

Avg. Error
0.0866
0.0631
0.1260
0.0905

0.6

(32)

The canonical link function is

Table 1. Average error for traffic classification.
1

(31)

where y ∈ Z+ = {0, 1, · · · } are counts, and λ is the arrivalrate (mean) parameter. By setting θ = log λ and φ = 1, we
obtain the exponential family form with

Hence, the Taylor approximation for binomial-GGPM is
equivalent to GPR in the latent space of the binomial model,
with targets ti scaled between [−2, +2] and an effective
noise term wi = 4/N . When yi ∈ {0, 1}, the target
values are {−2, +2}, which is equivalent to label regression [1, 2, 22] (up to a scaling). Hence, label regression can
be interpreted as a Taylor approximation to GPC inference!
The scaling of the targets (±2 or ±1) is irrelevant if we only
use the latent space, i.e. when classifying using the sign of
y. However, this scaling is important if we want to compute
actual label probabilities using the predictive distribution.
Method
GPC (1-vs-all)
Binomial-GGPM
Nearest Neighbors
SVM

1 y −λ
,
y! λ e

60

Figure 1. Probabilities of traffic classes using binomial-GGPM. Test

θ(η) = log(log(1 + eη )),

videos are sorted by ground-truth class and p(low).
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b(θ(η)) = log(1 + eη ). (34)
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Figure 2. Examples of GGPM count regression models using different likelihood functions: a) Poisson; b) Linearized Poisson; c) COM-Poisson; d)
Linearized COM-Poisson. The data follows a linear trend and is underdispersed. The top row shows the latent function learned in the latent space, while the
bottom row shows the predictive distributions. The background color indicates the count probability (white most probable, black least probable)

Figures 2a and 2b illustrate the difference between the standard and linearized Poisson GGPMs. The standard PoissonGGPM cannot correctly model the linear trend, resulting in
a poor data fit at the extremes, while the linearized Poisson
follows the linear trend.

Note that bφ (θ) is now also a function of φ (this only affects
optimization of the dispersion φ (details in [39])). For the
canonical link function, we set θ(η) = η, and thus

6.2.2 Inference by Taylor approximation

Alternatively the parameter function in (34) can be used to
model a linear trend in the mean. The COM-Poisson GGPM
includes a dispersion hyperparameter that decouples the
variance of the Poisson from the mean, thus allowing more
control on the observation noise of the output. Figures 2c
and 2d show examples of using the COM-Poisson-GGPM
on underdispersed counting data with a linear trend. Note
that the variance of the prediction is much lower for the
COM-Poisson models than for the Poisson models (Figures
2a and 2b), thus illustrating that the COM-Poisson GGPM
can effectively estimate the dispersion of the data. A COMPoisson GLM (with canonical link) was proposed in [43],
and thus the COM-Poisson GGPM is a non-linear Bayesian
extension using a GP prior on the latent function.

E[y] ≈ eη +

Noting that η = log(E[y]), a reasonable choice of expansion point is η̃i = log(yi + c), where c ≥ 0 is a constant to
prevent taking the logarithm of zero, and hence
ti = log(yi + c) −

c
yi +c ,

wi =

1
yi +c .

(35)

For c = 0, the Taylor approximation is exactly the closedform approximation proposed for Bayesian Poisson regression in [8], which was derived in a different way using a
log-gamma approximation.

6.3. Conway-Maxwell-Poisson distribution
One limitation with the Poisson distribution is that it
models an equidispersed random variable, i.e. the variance is equal to the mean. However, in some cases,
the actual random variable is overdispersed (with variance
greater than the mean) or underdispersed (with variance less
than the mean). An alternative distribution for count data,
which represents different dispersion levels, is the ConwayMaxwell-Poisson (COM-Poisson) distribution [41–43],
∞ h
h y iν
iν
X
µn
µ
1
,
p(y|µ, ν) = S(µ,ν) y! , S(µ, ν) =
n!

1
2ν

−

1
2

= g −1 (η) ⇒ g(µ) = log(µ −

1
2ν

+ 12 ).

6.3.1 Counting experiments
We perform two counting experiments using GGPMs with
Poisson-based likelihoods. In all cases, predictions are
based on the mode of the distribution for GGPMs, and the
rounded, truncated mean for GPR. In the first experiment,
we perform crowd counting using the dataset from [7], and
results are presented in Table 2. In all cases the compound
linear-RBF kernel was used. On the “right” crowd, PoissonGGPM performs the best (error 1.264), followed by the
linearized Poisson (1.360). This is due to the large number of people in the “right” crowd, which leads to a more
non-linear (exponential) trend in the feature space. On the
other hand, the results on the “left” crowd show that the
linearized COM-Poisson, linearized Poisson, and standard
GPR all perform similarly, indicating a more linear trend in
the data (due to smaller crowd sizes and fewer occlusions).

n=0

where y ∈ Z+ , µ is (roughly) the mean parameter, and ν is
the dispersion parameter. The COM-Poisson is a smooth interpolation between three distributions: geometric (ν = 0),
Poisson (ν = 1), and Bernoulli (ν → ∞). The distribution
is overdispersed for ν < 1, and underdispersed for ν > 1.
Setting θ = log µ and φ = ν, we have
a(φ) = φ−1 , bφ (θ) = φ−1 log S(eθ , φ), h(y, φ) = (y!)−φ .
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Method
Inference MAE(R) MAE(L)
Gauss
Exact
1.556
0.853
Poisson GGPM
Taylor
1.264
1.035
Poisson GGPM
Laplace
1.268
1.037
Poisson GGPM
EP
1.272
1.035
Linearized Poisson GGPM
Taylor
1.363
0.880
Linearized Poisson GGPM Laplace
1.360
0.868
Linearized Poisson GGPM
EP
1.367
0.868
COM-Poisson GGPM
Taylor
1.432
1.053
COM-Poisson GGPM
Laplace
1.352
1.082
COM-Poisson GGPM
EP
1.429
1.048
Lin. COM-Poisson GGPM
Taylor
1.530
0.908
Lin. COM-Poisson GGPM Laplace
1.523
0.839
Lin. COM-Poisson GGPM
EP
1.579
0.862
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Table 2. Mean absolute errors for crowd counting.

In the second experiment, the GGPM is used for age
estimation on the FG-NET dataset [44], where 150 facial
features are extracted using active appearance models [45].
Our results are presented in Table 3, indicating that the Poisson GGPM with linearized mean performs the best among
the models, with an mean absolute error of 5.824 versus
6.123 for standard GPR. Examples appear in Figure 3.
Method
GP
Warped GP [4]
Poisson GGPM
Linearized Poisson GGPM
Linearized Poisson GGPM

Inference
Exact
Exact
Taylor
Taylor
Laplace

MAE
6.123
6.111
6.444
5.975
5.824

Table 3. Mean absolute error for age estimation on FG-NET.
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Figure 3. Examples of predicted age distributions on FG-NET.
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